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Smart Knowledge Wikis1 – An Opportunity for an ‘Open Data Strategy’ in Action 

 

An Updated Response to a techUK Draft on the Big Data Skills Supply Chain2 

 

 

 
  

The Russian Dolls illustrate 
'nesting' and 'drilling down' 
User Interfaces to Generic 

Numerical MetaData3 
as well as the transition from 
perceptions in 3D space to 

visualisations on 2D screens 

Doodling  
with James Arthur Cattell4  

on 28 July 2016  
in his DataCave 

See his tweet: 
http://bit.ly/2avzVoz  

Adding to the inspirational 
decoration of the corridor wall in 

the DataCave:  

‘gallery blogging’:  
a visual reminder & potential 

inspiration for others 

 

 

Introduction 
It was with great pleasure that I took the thinking on board that had gone into the techUK paper on 
the Big Data Skills Supply Chain5. Since I studied mathematics and diagnosed software at CERN, the 
European Centre for Nuclear Research where the web was born in Geneva, I have gone through most of 
the roles that have been identified in that document.  

I am adding extra layers of bullet points, as I see them appropriate in the context of the three generic 
software methods6 that I have invented: 

                                                 
1 http://bit.ly/1VwleAD  
2 https://3dmetricsdotme.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/16-02-16-draft-skills-paper.pdf  
3 https://3dmetrics.me.uk/2013/06/15/numerical-metadata-for-meta-views-of-big-and-very-big-data/  
4 https://twitter.com/jaCattell  
5 https://3dmetricsdotme.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/16-02-16-draft-skills-paper.pdf  
6 http://3d-metrics.com/wordpress/software-methods  
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‘3dM Forecasts’ of Time Series 

This includes short-, medium- and 
long-term trends. 

‘3dM Diagrams’ of mD Data 

This offers sorting - for visually 
prioritising data dimensions. 

‘3dM Images’ of 2D Images 

Re-Visualisations serve experts 
to set limits for automation. 

 
Three Generic Software Methods 

1. Forecasting time series7 is generic to cover any application and any time interval; 

2. Layering dimensions8 means uncluttering charts into 3D DIAGRAMS to visualise multi-

dimensional data in VERTICAL LAYERS along a VISUAL Z-AXIS; 

3. Re-Visualising Images9 offers re-interpretation by DOMAIN and TECHNOLOGY experts, before 

automating high throughput processing for REAL TIME OPERATORS and EXTREME DATA 

SIGNALLING.  

I’d like to make these methods available as Smart Knowledge Portals, e.g. Smart Health Portal using images 
and Smart Energy or Smart Economics with complex data. By using Open Data10, they could become a 
training ground, a model and template for businesses and a ‘construction site’ for add-ons and apps.  
 
But when talking to James, I realised that ‘portals’ and ‘platforms’ are rather passé, whereas he 
thoughts of WIKIS. After all, we can build on WikiDATA, WikiMEDIA and WikiPEDIA. 
 
The Skills Defined in the Draft Paper 

 Data Infrastructure Engineer  

o This includes scraping the net for files, classifying them into domains as well as types 

of format and styles of ‘readers’ besides levels of access for exploitation; 

 Data Platform Engineer 

o This also covers ‘spiders’ as ‘collectors’ of files for unification and feeding them into 

‘processors’, ‘visualisers’ and ‘interpreters’; 

 Big Data Developer 

o Here I’d like to make the distinction between ‘ 

 ‘big business’  

 ‘very big science’  

 and ‘open’ science and government data. 

 Solutions Architect 

o This is where I am looking for developers to create Smart Knowledge Portals for 

different domains, sub-domains, applications and data types:  

 Time series – of any interval and any origin – to visualise trends; 

 Multi-dimensional data –to create uncluttered 3D Diagrams 

 Images re-visualisations – to develop standards above and below new limits.  
 

                                                 
7 http://3d-metrics.com/wordpress/software-methods/forecasting-time-series  
8 http://3d-metrics.com/wordpress/software-methods/layering-complex-data  
9 http://3d-metrics.com/wordpress/software-methods/re-visualizations-of-images  
10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_data  
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 Data Scientist 

o This is an exciting area of interpretation for increasing understanding and 

knowledge: where words, linguistics and the experience of librarians matter 

between computers analysing numbers and humans interpreting patterns.  

o I see Smart Knowledge Portals as a ‘general AI’ or ‘ideal Expert’ system, where the 

best of computing (number crunching) is combined with the best of human 

expertise (familiarity and pattern recognition), delivering new ‘visual statistics’.  

 Data Analysts and Visualisation Expert 

o And this is where Science meets Computing, or ‘domain specific familiarity’ meets 

the journalism of data stories, the artistry of infographics and the creation of 

storyboards, i.e. moving on from tables and charts of numbers to  

 Layered short-, medium- and long-term trends as part of forecasting; 

 3D Diagrams with new ‘measurables’ such as ‘slopiness’ and 

‘mountainousness’ 

 Image Re-Visualisations with new depth, detail and metrics for experts 

before automated mass processing to establish standards and norms.  

I would not change the order or importance of skills, 
as they describe beautifully the path from: 

 PEOPLE speaking human languages  

 to typing computer languages to MACHINES and 

 processing DATA as a programming speciality.  

 

 

Regarding the recommendations, I very much 

hope that Smart Knowledge Portals will become 

part of the Dynamic Digital Skills Map for training 

through ‘learning by doing’.  

 

I see them as a joint government and industry 

action with academia and industry benefiting, as well as online communities and markets.  

EXAMPLE OF A BIG DATA STRATEGY 

AND WHERE EACH ROLE COMES IN 

STAGE 1: Build Smart Health Portal as a first 

STAGE 2: Develop Data Infrastructure 

STAGE 3: Provide Expert User level 

STAGE 4: Publish web service for  
1. Open Data contributors 

2. OD scrapers  

3. OD developers 

4. OD interpreters  

5. OD analysts  

6. OD scientists  

7. OD visualisers 

Data Analyst and Visualisation Expert

• visualisation

• analysis and story telling

Data sciencist

• statistical analysis (R, Python, Pandas, Map/Reduce, Pig)

• machine learning (Mahout, Scikit, Weka)

Solutions Architect

Big Data Developer 

Data Platform Engineer

• ETL and data movement (Ab Initio, Pentaho, HDFS, Map/Reduce)

• Data management and processing (Hadoop, Hive, Cassandra, 
Spark)

• Data storage (NoSQL, MSSQL, Cassandra, Oracle, HDFS)

Data Infrastructure

• Processing infrastructure (Hadoop, Spark, MS SSIS/SSAS)

• ETL infrastructure (Ab Initio, Informatica)

• Data storage infrastructure (NoSQL, MSSQL, Oracle, HDFS)

• Platform infrastructure (Linux, Windows, Storage, Network)


